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Story #1049 

The Medical Convoy 
From the Desk of Yerachmiel Tilles 

 

 
Baba Sali, zt”l 

 

 Once, a large group of people came to visit the Baba Sali (Rabbi Yisrael 

Abuhatzeira). As they waited their turn to meet with the tzadik, they chattered 

noisily and it was impossible to convince them to lower their voices. They were 

obviously excited about something.  

 Rabbi Eliyahu Alfasi, Baba Sali's attendant, approached one of the men in 

the group and asked what they wanted from the master. "Ask that girl," the man 

said, pointing to a figure among the women. 

 Alfasi went to her and asked the same question. She looked at him and said, 

"Don't you know me?"  
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 He searched his memory, but he couldn't recognize her.  

 The young woman laughed and asked again, "Try to remember."  

 But try as he might, he could not recall who she was. Finally, she said, 

"Would it be easier to remember if added that I was confined to a wheelchair the 

last time I was here? Now I stand before you, thank G-d, on my two healthy feet." 

 In a flash, Alfasi remembered. Three months ago, a girl was brought to the 

Baba Sali's home in a wheelchair. She had begged to be allowed to enter. It was 

several years now, she had said, that her legs were paralyzed, and she had come 

from the Beit Levinson Hospital in Raanana, where the highest ranking doctors had 

told her that there was no hope for recovery. 

 Rabbi Alfasi had explained that it was impossible for her to enter the room 

of the Baba Sali, but because of her moving request, he would allow her to move 

her wheelchair up to the door of his room and listen to his words through the door.  

 After the Baba Sali heard her problem, he gave her a blessing for a complete 

recovery. When she heard this, she began to weep. She asked Rabbi Alfasi to ask 

the Baba Sali to promise her that she would get well. 

 In the face of her moving despair, Alfasi could not refuse her request. He 

returned to the Baba Sali with her words. This time, the Baba Sali gave Rabbi 

Alfasi a bottle of water and instructed him to tell her to wash her legs with this 

water. "I give her my word that she will soon recover," said Baba Sali in a loud 

voice. 

 The girl heard and rejoiced. She asked those who brought her in to bring her 

back to the car in which she came. She departed clutching to her chest the bottle of 

water that the Baba Sali gave her, as tears fell down her cheeks. 

 And now, she had returned to tell the Baba Sali that she was healed. She had 

walked into the house unaided to demonstrate her ability to walk alone.  

 To Rabbi Alfasi there was still an unanswered question in his mind. "I 

understand now that you came to thank the master, but why did you bring all these 

other people?" 

 Before she could answer, one of the men who had come with her stepped 

forward and said to Rabbi Alfasi: "We are a group of doctors from Beit Levinson. 

We have been working closely with this patient for four years. Our prognosis was 

that there was no hope for her recovery. Not only were her legs paralyzed, but we 

discovered after many tests that her whole left side would eventually be affected! 

 "When we saw what happened to young woman after the holy Rabbi gave 

his blessings, we could not contain ourselves. The whole department felt we had to 

come and see who this great man is. We, too, want him to bless us!" 

Source: Adapted by Yerachmiel Tilles from Babi Sali (Judaica Press). 

Connection: Seasonal -- Shabbat is the 34th yahrzeit/hilula of Rabbi Yisrael 

("Baba Sali") Abehatzeira 
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Biographical note: Rabbi Yisrael Abuhatzira [1890 - 4 Shvat 1984] known as 

Baba Sali, was born in Tafillalt Morocco to one of Jewry's most illustrious 

families. From a young age he was renowned as a sage, miracle maker and master 

kabbalist. In 1964 he moved to Eretz Yisrael, eventually settling in 1970 in the 

Southern development town he made famous, Netivot, and where, since 1984, his 

tomb has become one of Israel's most visited pilgrimage sites. A number of 

collections of stories featuring him have been published, including two in English. 
 

Reprinted from the Parshat Bo 5778 website of ascentofsafed.com 

 

Short and Sweet Story of the Week 

Once on a Ride to Warsaw 
 

 Rabbi Akiva Eiger, O”BM, and his colleague, Rabbi Yaakov Lorberbaum of 

Lissa, O”BM, (author of numerous works such as Chavas Da’as and Nesivos 

HaMishpat), two of the leading Torah personalities of their time, once traveled 

together to Warsaw for a gathering of rabbis.  

 Eagerly awaiting the arrival of these two great men whom they had never 

seen, the people of Warsaw waited for them at the outskirts of the city. When they 

arrived, the horses were immediately unhitched from the carriage so that the people 

could have the honor of pulling the carriage of two of the greatest Torah leaders of 

the generation.  

 Rabbi Akiva Eiger assumed they had come to honor the great rabbi of Lissa, 

so he jumped out and joined the crowd. Unbeknownst to him, Rabbi Lorberbaum 

assumed that this great honor was for Rabbi Eiger, and he, too, exited the carriage 

from his side and began pulling. Together with the leaders and the lay people of 

Warsaw, these two giants humbly pulled the empty carriage to the city, each one 

thinking he was simply part of the entourage according honor to the other. 

 Comment: Sibling rivalry is a phenomenon prevalent in every home. How 

amazing, though, would it be if brothers and sisters could be like Moshe and 

Aharon in terms of showing each other the respect and admiration – and good 

manners. Moshe was commanded to speak, yet in our portion we see that Hashem 

told Moshe and Aharon to speak (Shemos 12:1-3). Rashi explains that Moshe and 

Aharon would show respect to each other and say to one another, “teach me what 

to say,” and the speech would emanate from between them and sound as if they 

were both speaking.” What an incredible message taught here for us to emulate! 

(Story and insight heard from a “Shabbos Vort,” by Rabbi Yisroel Bronstein) 

Reprinted from the Parshas Bo 5778 email of Torah Sweets Weekly as edited by 

Mendel Berlin. 
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Rav Chaim Kanievsky’s 

Gemach (Loan Fund) 
 

 
 

 Rav Chaim Kanievsky, Shlit”a, ran a lending Gemach in his home for many 

years. Not long ago, Rav Chaim asked his son to take over. As Rav Chaim was 

handing over all the documents and information, Rav Chaim shared an important 

piece of information with his son.  

 He said, “The Arizal tells us that if someone lends another person money 

and the money is not paid back, then both of them — the borrower and the lender 

— are forced to return to this world so that the borrower can repay his loan. The 

reason the lender has to return,” explained Rav Chaim, “is because he is also 

responsible since he did not forgive the debt.”  

 Rav Chaim handed his son a list of names and said, “These names are the 

people who borrowed money from the Gemach and have never repaid the loan. 

They haven’t paid until now, and chances are that it may never happen.  

 “I would like to forgive their debts, but this money belongs to Tzedakah, and 

I’m not able to do that. Therefore, I am giving you money from my own savings,” 

and handed him a nice amount of money. 

  He said, “Please take this money and pay off their debts to the Gemach, so 

that neither I, nor they, have to return to this world to deal with this matter again in 

the future!” 

 

Reprinted from the Parshas Shemos 5778 email of Torah U’ Tefilah: A Collection 

of Inspiring Insights compiled by Rabbi Yehuda Winzelberg. 
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Rav Zalman and 

The Violinist 
By Rabbi Tuvia Bolton 

 

 
 

 Judaism defies all standards. The Jewish 'race' has no defining physical 

features, Jewish 'nationality' doesn't depend on place of birth or residence and 

Jewish identity doesn't depend on practicing or even believing in Judaism. 

 But at the same time the standards of Judaism are very high; every Jew is 

obligated to try and has potential to succeed to improve and bring blessing to the 

entire world. 

 And one of the most outstanding examples of this was the third Rebbe 

(leader) of the 'Chabad' Chassidim called Rabbi Menachem Mendel (nicknamed 

the Tzemach Tzedek 1789 - 1866). 

 Once he ordered two of his six sons; Rav Zalman and Rav Shmuel to travel 

to Petersburg to try to convince several anti-Semitic government officials there to 

nullify decrees that were threatening Judaism. The work would be demanding, 

dangerous and difficult and as it turned out they miraculously succeeded. But 
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before they left they were approached by two respectable looking Jews who invited 

them to preside over the wedding ceremony of their children that evening. 

 Despite the fact that their time was precious and there was no shortage of 

capable Rabbis in Petersburg they unexplainably agreed. That evening the two 

brothers participated briefly in the festivities and Rav Zalman the older of the two 

even wrote the marriage certificate and made the blessings under the wedding 

canopy. 

 The families were overjoyed that such prestigious Rabbis attended the 

wedding and couldn't thank them enough. In fact, early the next morning, just as 

the brothers were preparing to leave Petersburg, the parents brought the newlyweds 

to the Rabbis' hotel room to thank them personally. They even brought some cakes, 

drinks and one of the musicians of the wedding band, a violinist, to make things 

merry. 

 The violinist played a merry tune, the food was arranged on a table and Rav 

Zalman and his brother blessed the couple. And just as it seemed that the short visit 

was ending Rav Zalman turned to the violinist and praised him for his music in a 

way that implied he would like to hear more. 

 The father of the groom got the Rebbe's hint and immediately jumped in. 

"Perhaps the Rabbi like to hear a particular melody? The violinist knows many 

Jewish melodies!" 

 Rav Zalman answered, "Ahh! Nu! Good! Can he play the melody of Kol 

Nidre?" (The opening prayer of 'Yom Kippur'; sung in every synagogue in the 

world only on the Day of Atonement). 

 "Of course, I can. I'm also a Jew!" the violinist answered with a smile and a 

nod at the family members. Then he closed his eyes and began to play the familiar 

melody, his body swaying with great feeling at every phrase of music. 

 Rav Zalman lowered his head between his hands on the table before him in 

great rapture and as the last notes faded away in the silence he raised his head and 

said, quietly almost intimately, "Once more." 

 The violinist nodded, lifted his bow and the beautiful tones again filled the 

room as Rav Zalman returned his head to his hands as though in another world. 

 When the music finished he straightened up, smiled again, looked dreamily 

at the musician and said, "Once again". 

 The violinist understood. The Rabbi wanted to hear the tune three times as it 

is always repeated on the evening of Yom Kippur. So he put all his energy into this 

third and final time. 

 Truly it was magic; more melodic and with more feeling then the first two 

times. But as he finished, lowered his bow and began to take the violin from his 

shoulder Rab Zalman lifted his head and said, "Again!" 
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 The family looked at each other almost ashamedly. If it was anyone else 

they would think he was mad, but it was the honorable Rabbi. Probably he really 

loves this song. Or perhaps it's the performance. In any case they hoped four times 

would be enough. 

 But when he finished playing Rav Zalman commanded the violinist to play 

again a fifth time, then a sixth! And a seventh!!! 

 Suddenly, in the middle of the seventh rendition, the violinist, stopped. He 

began trembling as though he remembered something terrible that shook his entire 

being. He lowered the violin, looked at Rav Zalman in wide-eyed horror as tears 

filled his eyes and streamed down his cheeks. For several speechless moments he 

wavered as though he was about to fall to his knees and finally he cried out, 

 "Rebbe help me!!! How can I repair my soul!!?" And he began weeping like 

a child. 

 Rav Zalman motioned for the violinist to wait, bade the other visitors Mazal 

Tov and after they left spoke to him for several minutes alone. 

 Later the violinist related what had happened. 

 Some twenty years ago he had been semi-religious but being young and 

impetuous he and a few Jewish friends, some of whom were musicians, were 

sitting together drinking, gambling and playing music. It happened to be the day 

before Yom Kippur but they enjoyed themselves so much that they lost track of 

time and continued on till midnight well after the Holiday had begun. 

 They all joked about it. Here they had transgressed the High Holy day and 

nothing happened to them! To everyone’s glee he even played the melody Kol 

Nidre on his violin. Before that evening he had been an observant, albeit not 

enthusiastic, Jew but it was that party that began his 'descent' and estrangement 

from Judaism. 

 "Somehow the Rabbi sensed this and that is why he wanted him to play that 

melody over and over again until it brought him back to his Jewish senses". 

Adapted from “Shmuot V'Sipurim” by Rav R.N. HaCohen Cahn Vol. 3. 

 

Reprinted from the Parashat Bo 5778 email of Yeshiva Ohr Tmimim in Kfar 

Chabad, Israel. 
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"You Will Never Be 

The Czar's Soldier" 
By Asharon Baltazar 

 

 
A busy street in Homel, once a center of Jewish life (image: 

www.globus.tut.by). 

 

 Like every eligible male in Czarist Russia, Peretz Chein eventually received 

a letter stating that he was required to show up at a conscription office. There, a 

government-certified physician would appraise the young man’s health before 

determining whether he was fit for a grueling army service. The letter required him 

to report to the conscription office in Homel, a large administrative center in what 

was then White Russia. 

 Now, the Czar’s army was no place for a Jew who wished to follow Jewish 

tradition—or even remain alive. It was no secret that Jewish conscripts were 

treated worse than their fellow soldiers, and were often the first to be sent to the 

front, ill-prepared for the rigors of battle. Besides, he was urgently needed at home, 

where he worked hard to support his parents and siblings. 

 Naturally, Peretz was worried. Knowing there was only one man who could 

help him, he traveled to Lubavitch to meet with Rabbi Shalom Dov Ber 

Schneersohn, also known as the Rebbe Rashab. 

http://www.chabad.org/search/keyword_cdo/kid/22307/jewish/Baltazar-Asharon.htm
http://www.globus.tut.by/
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 “With G-d’s help, you will never be a soldier,” the Rebbe Rashab said, 

dispelling any worries. “Just do what you were told. Report to the office in Homel, 

and everything will be alright.” 

 Now, the inspectors in Homel were known to be particularly exacting, more 

so than the staff in the other intake centers around the country, and the rebbe’s 

advice didn’t sit well with some of Peretz’s relatives. Fearing the worst, they 

forbade him to appear in Homel. But their doubts and bleak predictions could not 

sway young Peretz, who remained confident in the rebbe’s words. And so he 

departed for Homel, determined to fulfill the rebbe’s directive. 

 He arrived there long before his scheduled appointment, which was to take 

place on Shabbat. Knowing that he would be in town for several days, he arranged 

to lodge with a local Jew, a Polish chassid. 

 Shabbat morning was as nerve-wracking as could be for Reb Peretz. He 

wanted to pray alone, have a quick Shabbat meal, and then run to the conscription 

office to be there on time. But his host genially detained him. 

 “What are you worried about?” he asked. “There’s no reason to hurry. Let’s 

go to synagogue as Jews customarily do, and then, after the Shabbat meal, I’ll go 

with you to the conscription office.” 

 Against his better judgment, Reb Peretz listened to his host. 

 They prayed together and then spent most of Shabbat afternoon singing 

traditional Shabbat hymns over a lavish meal. The host did everything slowly and 

deliberately, as though he had all the time in the world, while Peretz sat in his seat, 

a tight ball of nerves, thinking incessantly about the appointment he was going to 

miss. 

 When they finally arrived at the conscription office, it was already very late 

in the day. The employees were about to head home after having seen a day’s 

worth of draft-eligible men. 

 “Why did you show up now?” the exasperated employees yelled at him, 

knowing they had no choice but to evaluate him. 

 The staff conferred, apparently trying to figure out how to rid themselves of 

the newcomer so they could leave for home. At last they decided to give him a 

“white card,” certifying him as so clearly unfit that there was no need for further 

inspection. 

 After informing him that he was released, they told Peretz to come back in a 

few days to pick up the appropriate documents. Meanwhile, Peretz and his host 

were free to celebrate the remainder of Shabbat with gladness and joy. (Adapted 

from Raphael Nachman Kahan’s Shemuot Vesippurim Vol. 2, page 90.) 

 

Reprinted from the Parashat Bo 5778 email of Chabad.Org Magazine. 
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Kids World 

They Couldn’t Find 

The Entrance (Exit) 
By Rabbi Avraham Chayun 

 

 
 

 Once, Rabbi Yisrael Abuchatzeira, the Baba Sali had an apartment in 

Jerusalem. He lived in Netivot in southern Israel but on Thursday Baba Sali would 

go to Jerusalem to his apartment to mourn over the exile of the Divine Presence. 

He explained to one of his close stucents that he goes into exile to Jerusalem once 

a week to share in the exile of G-d’s Divine Presence that is still in exile until the 

rebuilding of the Temple. 

 A group of thieves kept track of the Rabbi’s apartment and found that it was 

always empty on Thursdays. So one Thursday they broke into the apartment and 

started emptying all of the apartment’s valuables into large sacks. They took 

https://www.hidabroot.com/search?q=Jerusalem
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money, a set of gold tableware and other valuables. However when they wanted to 

leave they couldn’t find the door. 

 “What’s going on?” They were shocked! “There was a door here just 

before!” They ran their hands along the wall looking for the door and they rubbed 

their eyes to make sure they were seeing correctly. They could not find a door… 

 They didn’t know that G-d blinded their eyes concealing the door from them 

as punishment for their attempting to steal from the Baba Sali. 

 A few hours later a key was heard in the door and it opened. The Baba Sali 

came home accompanied by his students. They saw the thieves and he told them; 

“You are looking for nothing! You will not leave the house until every single thing 

is put back in its place!” 

 The thieves understood they were dealing with a holy man and quickly 

started putting everything they took back in its place. However when they looked 

for the door it still wasn’t there. 

 The Baba Sali looked hard at them and said: “It must be you still didn’t 

return everything!” 

 They cried, “We did return everything!” 

 “Look in your pockets” Baba Sali told them. One thief took a golden spoon 

out of his pocket. The Baba Sali commanded, “Put it back in its draw”. 

 The thief ran to do it and suddenly the door appeared to them. They ran out 

as fast as they could.  
 

Reprinted from the Parashat Bo 5778 email of Hidabroot.com 
 

Immeasurable Reward 
By Rabbi David Ashear 

  

 Our Rabbis tell us that we are not able to comprehend the value of even the 

smallest Mitzvot that we do. The entire world does not contain enough to pay us 

back for even oneMitzva. Every little deed we do counts. 

 I once heard a story many years ago about two older women who made a 

deal with each other. Whoever would die fi 

 One passed on and came to her friend saying, "I am not allowed to tell you 

anything about where I am, but I can tell you that one time we went together to 

visit someone who was sick and we couldn't find the house, I was ready to give up. 

Just then, you spotted it. You pointed with such enthusiasm. You cannot imagine 

how much more reward you are getting for that Mitzva than I am because of that 

extra enthusiasm." 

 It should give us a lot of strength to know that Hashem recognizes every bit 

of effort that we put into His Avodah. Every thought we have in Emunah is so 
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precious. Recognizing the Yad Hashem in our daily lives and being happy with the 

way that He deals with us is immeasurable. 

 People wonder, "How can we get paid so much for doing something that 

appears to be so small?" It is not really a question, however. Already in this world 

we see examples of such things, as can be seen from the following story. 

 Many years ago, there was a family in New York, and the father was having 

trouble making ends meet. It got to a point where he had no choice but to ask 

others for handouts. He used to send his oldest boy Jacob knocking on doors in 

Jewish communities requesting Tzeddaka. Jacob would get a couple of dollars 

here, and a couple there, and it would help support the family. 

 Jacob always wanted to become a doctor, and his family wanted to support 

him as much as they could. Every night that Jacob came back with money, his 

parents would take some out and put it away for his future medical education. 

 In the winter, it was especially difficult for Jacob to go around. He would be 

outside for hours in the freezing cold, but he did not have much of a choice. One 

night, he knocked on a door that had a sign outside- Levinstein family. A young 

woman opened the door, and Jacob said, "Please, if you could give me just a 

little Tzeddaka, I would appreciate it." She checked her pockets for money, but 

didn't have. 

 Her father yelled down from upstairs, "Noah! Who's there?" 

 "It's for Tzeddaka!" She said. The father screamed in anger, "Enough with 

these collectors! They come all the time! Don't give them a penny." 
 

 
 The young lady felt bad, and she told Jacob to come in for a minute to at 

least give him a drink. She made him a hot cocoa and it tasted so delicious. Jacob 

could not remember the last time that he had hot cocoa. The warm house and the 

warm drink re-energized him, and he left very happy, thanking the nice young 

lady, Noah Levinstein, for her hospitality. 
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 Twenty-two years later, Dr Jacob was the top doctor in his field. He was the 

head of the unit in the hospital in which he worked. One day, a patient was brought 

in with a rare, life-threatening illness. Her name was Noah Markovitz, and her 

father's name was Abe Levinstein. Jacob remembered the name, Noah Levinstein. 

This was the lady who had given him the hot cocoa years back! 

 From that moment, Jacob did over and above anything a doctor would 

normally do for a patient. He personally paid for very expensive medications that 

the hospital did not provide. He flew in a doctor who he knew would be able to 

help. 

 The treatment and care lasted for almost a year, and Baruch Hashem, at the 

end, she was back to normal. The time came for her to be discharged, and her 

husband and children were anxiously waiting in the hallway to bring her home. 

Her husband was given a large bill for all of the treatments, somewhere in the 

hundreds of thousands of dollars. At the end of the bill it said, "Paid in full with a 

cup of hot cocoa." 

 That little deed was something that Jacob would never forget, and he paid 

her back for it many, many times over because it was so precious to him. All of our 

deeds are so precious to Hashem- we can't even  imagine, and He will pay us for 

each one of them in the future, many, many times over. 

 

Reprinted from the Parashat Bo 5777 email of Aish.com 

 

Rav Elimelech and 

The Two Orphans 
 
 Not far from where Rav Elimelech of Lizhensk lived, there lived a good-

hearted man who had taken in a young man named Benzi to work for him as part 

of his household staff. Benzi moved into this man’s home as a young orphan, and 

the man had provided for his education and other needs until he was old enough to 

work for him.  

 Benzi had heard that the great Tzadik Rav Elimelech lived nearby, and he 

decided to go see Rav Elimelech, who received him warmly. After talking for a 

short while and learning about Benzi’s living arrangements, Rav Elimelech told 

Benzi to ask his employer whether he might need someone to help with the 

cooking, because there was a young woman that he knew of named Blima who was 

also orphaned at an early age, and she needed a job.  
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 Benzi took Rav Elimelech’s message to his employer, and the man did 

indeed hire Blima. As they were now working together and got to know each other, 

Benzi and Blima became friends and eventually decided to get married. However, 

they thought it was smart to delay their marriage until they could save up enough 

money to set up a home.  

 Benzi and Blima asked their employer if he could guard their money for 

them, and he was happy to help them, and they both gave whatever they earned to 

him for safekeeping.  

 One day a fire broke out, and it totally destroyed the property of this man, 

including Benzi and Blima’s savings. Their employer now found himself 

impoverished, and Benzi and Blima had to look for work somewhere else.  

 They eventually found jobs in different places, and they started again to save 

their money. A little more than a year went by, and one day, Benzi noticed a group 

of beggars who had come to town to collect Tzedakah, and his former employer 

was among that group.  

 He was devastated to see this happen to the person who had helped him so 

much for most of his life. He walked up to him and tearfully gave him a warm 

embrace. The man told Benzi that after the fire his business had failed, and he was 

now destitute. He said, “The world is just a cycle, Benzi. As the wheel of life turns, 

those who were once on top find themselves on the bottom. However, I have sunk 

so low that I think my fortunes may now begin to rise again. I have to beg for 

Tzedakah now, but I am saving my pennies and I will try again to build myself up. 

When I have just a little bit saved, I will buy some merchandise and sell it, and 

with Hashem’s help I can earn a profit, and perhaps one day I can be wealthy once 

again.”  

 Benzi’s heart went out to this man who had been so kind to him. He rushed 

off to Blima and told her that he had met their former employer, and how he had 

fallen to being a beggar. He told her, “Blima, I believe he can do well again if he 

has the opportunity, but it may take him forever to save enough money from what 

he collects. I want to take the money I have saved and give it to him. I know that it 

will mean that we may have to postpone our marriage a little longer until I can 

save more money, but I cannot see this man who did so much for me in my 

childhood go begging from door to door.”  

 Blima wiped tears from her eyes and said, “If you can give him your money, 

Benzi, then I will give him mine too,” and she went to get the money she had been 

saving. Benzi ran off to find his friend, and gave him all their money.  

 The man wept profusely at the young couple’s sacrifice for him, and refused 

to take their life savings. However, Benzi insisted, and the man relented. He said to 

Benzi, “I know Hashem will Bentch you for this, and I have great hope that this 

will be the beginning of my salvation!”  
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 A Short while afterward, Benzi went again to visit Rav Elimelech, and 

related what had happened to him and Blima. Rav Elimelech said to him, “It is 

time for you to get married. We will arrange for your wedding, and as for money, 

do not worry, Hashem will Bentch you!”  

 

 

 

 Rav Elimelech and his students made all the arrangements for the wedding, 

which was a most joyous event. The Rabbonim attending the wedding danced with 

great Simchah, and Rav Elimelech then instructed his young student Rav Naftali, 

who was later known as Rav Naftali of Ropshitz, to announce the wedding gifts, as 

that was the custom.  

 Rav Elimelech was the first to declare, “I give the young couple one of the 

mansions of the Poritz (the local landlord)!”  

 Next, Rav Mendel, who was later known as Rav Mendel of Rimanov, 

declared, “I give the couple the flour mill of the Poritz!”  

 Rav Naftali then said, “And I will give them a thousand gold coins!” The 

guests at the wedding laughed politely, taking these declarations of extravagant 

gifts as just part of the Simchah and celebrating.  

 After the wedding, the young couple made their way to the hut in the nearby 

woods which was going to be their home. As they entered the woods, they heard 

someone crying out for help. They following the voice, and soon arrived at a pond 

of quicksand, where a young man was struggling to stay afloat and keep from 

being drawn under.  

 Benzi quickly removed his jacket and tore it into strips. He then tied the 

pieces together and made a rope which he threw to the young man, and he and 

Blima pulled the young man out from the quicksand.  
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 The young man thanked them profusely, and told them that he was the son 

of the Poritz, and had been out horseback riding in the woods. He had lost his way, 

and they had wandered into the quicksand. He said his horse quickly threw him off 

and was able to get out and run away, but he was stuck. He told them, “Had you 

not come and saved me just then, I would have died!”  

 Benzi took the young man into their hut and helped him clean himself up, 

and gave him whatever fresh clothes he could find for him to change into. He and 

Blima then escorted the young man out of the woods, and helped him get back 

home to his father’s estate.  

 
 

 
 

 The Poritz and his wife had been very worried and anxious because their son 

had not returned home from his ride for quite some time, and they were overjoyed 

to see him. When he told them that this newlywed couple had saved him from 

death and how they helped him in their hut, the Poritz said, “I will give these 

newlyweds a home they deserve, and they can have one of my mansions.”  

 The wife of the Poritz said, “And for their sustenance, I will give them one 

of our flour mills.” The young man then added, “And as a token of my appreciation 

and gratitude, I will give them a thousand gold coins!”  

 Shortly after, Benzi and Blima went to see Rav Elimelech, who told them, 

“When you made that sacrifice of giving everything you had saved to Tzedakah to 

your former employer, and your doing so with a sincere desire to help him, it 

earned you such a tremendous Zechus that you deserved a great reward for it. At 

the wedding, when we announced our gifts to you, we did so as Brachos that we 

knew would be fulfilled!” 

 

Reprinted from the Va’eira 5778 email of Torah U’Tefilah: A Collection of 

Inspiring Insights collected by Rabbi Yehuda Winzelberg. 


